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ABSTRACT
Recent reexaminationof the crematedremainsin the celebratedtomb of the
"richAthenian lady"brought to light the presence of a fetus four to eight
weeks short of full term and established that the adult female died during
pregnancyor prematurechildbirth.The physicalanthropologyof motherand
childis reviewedand a facialreconstructionof the deceasedwoman presented.
Other examples of pregnancy and death in the Greek world are discussed.
The discoveryof a fetus togetherwith the adultfemalefundamentallychanges
the interpretationof this tomb and highlights the importanceof skeletalevidence in the study of demographyand social structure.
Birth, puberty,marriage,and death are, in all cultures, markedby ceremonies that may differ in detail but are universal in function. Arnold van
Gennep was the first to note the regularityand significance of the rituals
attached to the transitionalstages of human life, and his phrase for theserites depassage-has become a part of the language of anthropology and
sociology.' Death is only one of the rites of passagedescribedby van Gennep
for an individual, a socialpersona,and it is, ironically, the most archaeologically visible. Archaeologists rarelyview birth, puberty or initiation, and
marriagewith the same immediacy, although numerous scenes on Athenian and other local Greek styles of black- and red-figure pottery of the
1. See van Gennep 1960; see also
Bell 1992. In the processof studying
for final publicationall of the material
from the EarlyIron Age tombs in the
areaof the laterAthenian Agora, one
of us (Papadopoulos)invited the other
(Liston) to locate and study,or restudy,
the human remainsfrom the cremation
tombs of the period, including those
that had been previouslyanalyzedby
J. LawrenceAngel, and the few that
had come to light since then. Such a
studywas deemed all the more impor-

tant since few of Angel's observations
on the human remainsof the Early
Iron Age tombs in the Agora had ever
appearedin print, and none were systematicallypresented.Moreover,significant resultshad been obtained from
the restudyof EarlyIron Age inhumations (e.g., Little and Papadopoulos
1998) and, as such, we thought that the
cremationtombs might offer potentially new informationon the physical
anthropologyof EarlyIron Age
Athenians. In the presentationof this

articlewe were mindful to incorporate
the physicalanthropologywith the
archaeologyin the main body of the
text ratherthan relegateit to an
appendixor technicalreportat the end.
Liston was largelyresponsiblefor the
section on the physicalanthropology
of the "richAthenian lady"and the
fetus/neonatecrematedwith her, and
Papadopoulosfor the remainder,but
both authorsreadeach other'ssections
and worked closely together.
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Archaic and Classical periods provide poignant representations of marriage and initiation for students of classical antiquity.2Among these rites
of passage, birth is perhaps the most archaeologically-and iconographically-invisible. Birth and death, however, collide in a remarkable way in a
number of tombs in the Greek world in which a woman is found inhumed
or cremated together with a fetus or neonate. It is one such tomb-indeed,
perhaps the best known of all tombs of the Geometric period3-that forms
the basis of this study.
On June 14, 1967, after a break of some 35 years, excavation was resumed along the west end of the South Road near the area of the Classical
Agora,4 a venerable thoroughfare closely following the line of an ancient
road that led in from the Piraeus Gate and, skirting the foot of the Areiopagos (Figs. 1, 2), formed the southern boundary of the Classical market
square. A few meters to the west of the area excavated in 1967, the road
forks, a branch leading up along the middle slopes of the Areiopagos past
the Mycenaean chamber tombs.5 This area along the north slope of the
Areiopagos, close to the Athenian Acropolis, was one of the richest cemeteries of early Athens, in continuous use from the Mycenaean period well
into the Geometric era.6 One of the objectives of the 1967 campaign was
to complete the exploration of the lower road and a narrow strip, less than
3 m wide, that separated it from the line of the 1932 excavations in the
angle formed by the two roads. In the first hours of digging, a new burial
began to emerge less than a meter north of the 1932 section line and barely
15 cm beneath the floor of the large temenos, probably of the fourth century B.C., to the east of the triangular Hieron (Fig. 2).7The burial appeared
in the notebook as "Section K: Geometric cremation at 5/-A." It was excavated between June 14 and 21, 1967, under the supervision of Gerald V.
Lalonde. It was provided with a deposit number based on the Agora grid
(H 16:6) and was ultimately dubbed and published by Evelyn Smithson
2. For marriagein the Greek
world see, among many other contributions, Hague 1988; Oakley and Sinos
1993; Oakley 1995; PapadopoulouKanellopoulou1997; Sabetai1997,
1998 (all with references).For initiation the choesfestivalin Classical
Athens is one of the archaeologically
most visible rites of passage,thanks
to the numerousrepresentationson
the choes themselves.As discussed
below, a child at the age of three
would be presentedto the family clan,
and it subsequentlyparticipatedin the
choesfestival-or Anthesteria,the festival held in the springon the llth13th days of the month Anthesterionfor the first time that same year
(Deubner 1932; van Hoorn 1951;
Burkert1972, p. 221; Garland1985,
p. 82; Hamilton 1992; see also Green
and Sinclair1970). Indeed, the essential stages in the life of any Athenian-birth, choes, adolescence,and

marriage-are recordedin an inscription dating to the second centuryA.D.,
quoted below.An earlierrite of pasis less visible
sage, the amphidromia,
in Athenian iconography(see further
Garland1985, pp. 77-88). The ephebeia,on the other hand, is well representedboth by inscriptionslisting
ephebes and by the numerousrepresentationsof youths in Athenian
iconography.
3. The tomb was brieflynoted in
Thompson 1968, pp. 58-60, and fully
publishedin Smithson 1968; in 1969
the tomb was featuredas the cover
magazine(Smithstory in Archaeology
son 1969), and the amphoraand grave
offeringsareprominentlydisplayedin
the Agora museum.
4. For earlierexcavationalong the
South Road (formerlyAsteroskopeion
Street),see Thompson 1956, pp. 47-57;
also Shear 1933, pp. 469-470, fig. 18.
The following descriptionof the ex-

cavationof the tomb drawslargely
on the publishedreportsby Smithson
(1968) andThompson (1968), though
all detailswere thoroughlychecked
againstthe originalexcavationnotebooks.
5. Excavationalong this upperroad
(formerlyApollodoros Street)was
begun in 1897 by Wilhelm D6rpfeld;
six graveswere uncovered(Dorpfeld
1897, p. 478). Some of the vases,which
are EG I to MG I, areillustratedin
Rhomaios and Papaspyridi1932, pl. 1,
nos. 11-12; pl. 2, nos. 1-6. Three other
graves,less than a meter distant,were
clearedby the Agora Excavationsin
1932 and 1947 (tombs I 18:1,1 18:2,
and I 18:3);see Smithson 1974,
pp.327-329.
6. See Papadopoulos1996; 2003,
pp.272-279.
7. See Smithson 1968, p. 78;
Thompson 1968, p. 58; for the triangularHieron, see Lalonde 1968.
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Figure1. View of the Areiopagos,
with the Acropolisin the background,fromthe northwest.
CourtesyAgoraExcavations

8. Smithson 1968; see above,n. 3,
for references,and also Coldstream
1968, p. 14; 1995.
9. Burr 1933, pp. 542-567. From
Burr'scatalogueof materialfrom the
"GeometricHouse,"nos. 47, 53-55, 73,
83, 86, 88-89, and 93 join pieces from
the new pyre materialfrom tomb H
16:6 excavatedin 1967; many more
joining pieces came from the 1932
context pottery.The possibilityof joins
was first consideredand confirmedby
the excavator,G. V. Lalonde,from a
carefulstudy of that publication.This
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as the "tomb of a rich Athenian lady,ca. 850 B.C."8Smithson described the
tomb as follows:
The form of the tomb [Figs. 3, 4] ... belongs to the familiar trenchand-hole type that was developed in Athens in the earliest Protogeometric times....The urn-hole was untouched, but the vertical
faces of the pyre-trench had been obliterated and most of the pyre
debris removed in grading for the fourth century temenos, if indeed
inroads had not begun earlier.The debris was scattered, some of it
near by to the south, but much of it had been carried off and
dumped in the area of the Geometric House9 about 15 meters further south [Fig. 2]; the latest sherds in the dumped filling over the
house were contemporarywith the fourth century temenos. Finally,
in the Hellenistic period, a bottle-shaped cistern [Figs. 3, 4] was
sunk through the western floor of the pyre-trench, undercutting its
floor, with its flaring sides narrowlymissing the urn-hole. Still later,
Roman, Byzantine, and modern activities threatened the remnants
of the grave, but did not touch them.10
building has since been shown by
Thompson (1968, esp. pp. 58-60;
1978) not to be a house. He argued
that ratherthan a domestic structurewhich would be unique and isolated
in the areaof the laterAgora-the oval
structure,togetherwith the triangular
enclosureonly a short distanceto the
northwest,is better regardedas a
small shrine that had its origins in
the cult of the dead.
10. Smithson 1968, pp. 78-80.
For similartrench-and-holetombs in
the areaof the German excavationsat

the Kerameikos,see Kerameikos
V.1,
pp. 7-11. Among the best-preserved
examplesin Attica is Eleusis graver
16; see Mylonas 1955, pp. 74-76; 1975,
vol. I, pp. 110-114, fig. 22; vol. III,
pl. 241. For Athenian Protogeometric
trench-and-holecremationsand the
earlierFinal Mycenaeanor Submycenaean cremationswhere the ash-urn
was placed in a simple circularpit,
see Kurtzand Boardman1971, pp. 33,
37; Desborough 1972, pp. 137-138;
Styrenius1967, pp. 33, 91.
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Figure 2. Plan of the area to the
south of the southwest corner of the
Agora showing the location of tomb
H 16:6. J. Travlos(1967), with additions
byJ. K. Papadopoulos;courtesyAgora
Excavations
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Figure 3. Tomb H 16:6. Urn-hole
with cinerary urn and offerings as
found, looking north; the depression
to the left is a Hellenistic cistern as
first encountered. CourtesyAgora
Excavations

Figure 4. Tomb H 16:6. Plan and
sections of the urn-hole with
contents as found. W. B. DinsmoorJr.
andJ. Travlos,courtesyAgora Excavations
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Figure5. The cineraryurnof tomb
H 16:6(P 27629), containingthe
crematedremainsof the so-called
richAthenianlady,togetherwith
those of a fetus or neonate.
CourtesyAgoraExcavations

The mouth of the urn (Fig. 5) was closed tightly with an intact cup;
no earth was found in its interior.This is an important point, establishing
that there was no possibility of any intrusive materialin the urn or contamination of its contents.
Tomb H 16:6 is the richestgraveof post-Mycenaean times in the Agora
area and perhaps the richest of its period in Athens.11As Smithson elaborated, "its contents, including granulated and filigreed gold jewelry, ivory
stamp seals, faience and glass beads, present a picture of imported luxury
and local technical accomplishment that was hitherto barely hinted at for
Athens in the middle of the ninth century B.c."12Among the ceramic
vessels, burned and unburned,from the gravewas the celebratedchest with
five model granaries (Fig. 6).13In addition to other ceramic vessels, the
tomb contained a number of wheelmade and painted cut-work kalathoi,
as well as many pieces of Attic Fine Handmade Incised Ware, including
pyxides and lids, hemisphericalbowls, hollow clay balls, spindlewhorls, and
11. See Smithson 1968, p. 78. For

otherrichtombsin the Kerameikos,
cf. Kerameikos
V.1, pp. 235-239,
tombs G 41, G 42, and G 43 (dating

to the endof EarlyGeometricII).For
another,somewhatlater(LateGeometric)tombof a woman,seevon
Freytaggen.Loringhoff1974;unlike
tomb H 16:6, this was an inhumation
of a female described(p. 5) as "eine

junge Frauvon ca. 1,60 m GroFe in
Riickenlagebestattet."In commenting
on the large numberof pots deposited in this grave,von Freytaggen.
Loringhoff (1974, p. 8) states:"Das
neuaufgedeckteGrabvom Kerameikos ist nicht die Beigabenzahlenmaiig reichstespatgeometrische
Bestattungaus Attika. Ein noch
unpubliziertes(Kinder?)-Grabaus

Anavysosenthielt insgesantsogar
fiinfundfiinfzigGefafie, die jedoch
witsegehend in Miniatur ausgefiihrt
sind und nicht die Qualitat und die
Variationsbreiteder hier vorgehegten
erreichen."
12. Smithson 1968, p. 78.
13. Forwhich see, most recently,
Morris and Papadopoulos2004.
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Figure 6. Chest and lid with five
model granaries (H 16:6-23,
P 27646a, b). W. B. DinsmoorJr.,
courtesyAgora Excavations

solid clay beads.14The unburned pots include a neck-handled amphora, a
cup, three small jugs, and a pyxis; a bronze pin lay around the shoulder of
the urn on the east and south and a gold ring was found on bedrock in the
southern half of the urn-hole. Of the vessels recoveredfrom the urn-hole,
the neck-handled amphora (Fig. 7) was the focus of much discussion during the 1967 season.15It was remarked at the time of excavation that the
neck-handled amphorawas an unusual discovery in a woman'sgrave.This
led Smithson to review the use of the shape in cremation tombs and to
show that occasionally a woman's bones were deposited in neck-handled
amphoras of normal size, a shape she believed was usually reserved for
men.16It was further suggested that this pot, its mouth closed by a cup like
14. For the cut-workkalathoisee
Smithson 1968, pp. 98-103, pl. 28,
nos. 28-34; for the Attic Fine Handmade IncisedWare see pp. 103-109,
pls. 29-30, nos. 35-63; see further
Smithson 1961; Bouzek 1974; Reber
1991. The handmadeware is strongly
linked to females,as KarlReber (1991)

has argued,and Agneta Stromberg
(1993, pp. 97-99) reiteratesthat this
type of pottery mainly appearsin the
burialsof women, and sometimes in the
gravesof children.Despite these assertions as to the age and gender of the
deceased,the human remainsthemselves in many of the tombs in Athens

and Attica containingsuch pottery have
not been carefullystudied for age and
sex determination.
15. See Smithson 1968, p. 81,
n. 19a.

see
16. Forpreviousdiscussion,
Smithson 1961, p. 151; see further
Stromberg1993, p. 72.
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Figure7. Neck-handledamphora
fromtomb H 16:6(H 16:6-2,
P 27630). CourtesyAgoraExcavations

the urn, might have contained a fetus, all traces of which had vanished, although Smithson considered this highly unlikely.17
Smithson pointed out that tomb H 16:6 belongs with a group of exceptionally fine graves at the Kerameikos (including graves G 41, G 42,
and G 43) that stand at the close of Early Geometric II and point the way
to future developments. She also discussed the Oriental complexities of
tomb H 16:6.18Her perceptive comments, penned before the spectacular
Early Iron Age finds from Lefkandi and Knossos were fully known, were
to prove prescient.19She also went on to speculate on the identity of the
deceased, invoking Classical literature and the highest propertied class of
pentakosiomedimnoito suggest an aristocratic woman, perhaps even an
archon'swife. Her comments are worth citing in full:
These tombs at the Kerameikos and in the Agora were graves of
wealthy Athenians, the supervisors of extensive farm lands, and
perhaps also the directors of an expanding overseas trade.The stamp
seals in the new grave [tomb H 16:6] suggest that women, too, had
responsibilities in economic affairs,though these may have been
confined to domestic matters. It is suggested ... that property
qualifications may alreadyhave modified the definition of an
aristocracybased solely on birth, and that the lady in our tomb may
have been the daughter of a pentakosiomedimnos,
who as a member
of the highest propertied class was qualified to serve his community
as a basileus, polemarch or archon. It is not impossible that she,
herself, was an archon'swife: yovq 'Aoppcppovo,if we may follow for
the moment the literary personifications which for later generations
of Athenians enlivened the Dark Age.20

17. See Smithson 1968, p. 81,
n. 19a.The discussionof the neckhandled amphorapossibly servingas
the containerfor the bones of a fetus
appearsto have been addedby Smithson afterthe remainderof her text had
been typeset.As we shall see, this was
not the only suspicionof a fetus in the
tomb.
18 Smithson 1968, pp. 82-83.
19. See Morris and Papadopoulos
2004, pp. 225-226, for further
discussion.
20. Smithson 1968, p. 83, with
referenceto the Athenian "KingList"
of Kastorof Rhodes, FGrHist250 F4.
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As for the contents of the ash-urn, Smithson noted:
Within it were the bones of a woman and a few animal bones, three
straight pins, a pair of bronze fibulae, three gold rings, a pair of gold
earrings, a necklace, two ivory stamp seals and an ivory disk. All
were ornaments which the corpse must have worn at the prothesis....
But all were removed before burning, for none shows the ravages of
the heat that reduced the bones to splinters.21

21. Smithson 1968, p. 81.
22. Smithson 1968, p. 81, n. 18.

moredetailedaccount
23. Ruscillo's
of the faunalremainsfromthe Early
IronAge tombsin the areaof the
Athenian Agora will appearas part of a
forthcomingvolume in the Athenian
Agoraseries (Papadopoulosand Smithson, in prep.).
24. See, e.g., Angel 1945.
25. The physicalanthropologyof
the crematedremainsis currentlybeing
studied by Liston. A preliminarystudy
of the inhumationtombs, largelyfollowing Angel's unpublishednotes, has
been preparedby Lisa Little. At least
one of these inhumationshas already
yielded interestingresults;see Little
and Papadopoulos1998; Papadopoulos
2000.

In a footnote Smithson stated that the bones-designated AA 302were examined byJ. Lawrence Angel in September 1967, adding: "There
was no traceof a human child, infant or foetus."22It was clearthat Smithson
considered the possibility that the tomb was that of a pregnant woman, or
that it contained, in addition to the woman, a child or infant. Although
this possibility appearsto have been raisedwith Angel, the latter found no
trace of any human child, infant, or fetus. Angel's examination, however,
appears to have been limited to the larger pieces of bone; several bags of
tiny fragments had never been sorted. As for the animal bones, Smithson
noted that almost all were carbonized, and included lamb vertebrae, as
well as two largervertebrae,probablyfrom a calf. In a more recent study of
the faunal remains from the tomb, Deborah Ruscillo determined that there
were the remnants of two young goats, and another older animal (Ovis/
Capra,over three years old). Also recoveredwere three fragments of cattle
tooth, as well as three fragments of an unidentifiable mammal bone. Most
items were indeed burnt, including the tooth. Together these animalsand there were probably more animal bones in the pyre trench that were
not recovered at the time of excavation-would have amounted to over
70 kg of meat, a considerable amount for any funeraryfeast.23
Although Angel studied many of the extant human remains from the
various Late Bronze and Early Iron Age tombs from the area of the later
Athenian Agora, he was primarily concerned with typological analyses of
the crania,24and much of the postcranial material was never cleaned or
properly examined. As part of a new study of the Early Iron Age burials in
the areaof the Classical Agora, all of the human remains from the cremation and inhumation burials that were kept are being reexamined.25The
recent analysis of the human remains from tomb H 16:6 provides additional informationon the woman herself.The extraordinarycarewith which
the Early Iron Age Athenians gathered her cremated remains led to the
preservation of most of the facial structure,thus allowing a forensic facial
reconstruction (see below). The examination of the postcranial remains
from the tomb led to the identification of cremated bone fragments belonging to neither the adult woman nor to the animals burned on her pyre.
The bones are from a human fetus, establishing that the "richAthenian
lady"was pregnant or had recently given birth when she died. Although
shrinkage from cremation complicates the estimation of age, the fetus was
probably at least one month less than full term. This new discovery permits a reassessment of status and burial in the period and adds a new
dimension to the complex and intriguing story of human disposal in the
Aegean Early Iron Age.
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SKELETAL ANALYSIS
The following report of the anthropological analysis of tomb H 16:6 begins with a discussion of the process of cremation;we go on to discuss the
biological characteristics of the adult female and fetus, and the cause of
death, and conclude with a facial reconstruction of the cremated woman.
CREMATION

All of the preserved skeletal material was recovered from the burial amphora itself and not from the associated pyre deposits.26The skeleton was
thoroughly cremated, similar to the degree achieved by a modern gas-fired
crematory.The consistently white color indicates that all of the organic
portions of the bone were burned, leaving only the inorganic matrix.The
condition of the surviving bone and the complete combustion of the organic portions indicate that the pyre reached a sustained temperature of
up to 700-800? C.27In an experimental cremation of a pig, designed to
mimic the form of Early Iron Age pyres excavated in Greece, this degree
of cremation occurred about six to seven hours after the pyre was lit.28
Experimental studies and records of modern crematories suggest that
approximately643,000 kcal of heat is requiredto cremate an average 70kg human body.This includes 134,000 kcal of heat given off by the combustion of the body itself and 509,000 kcal from an outside fuel source.To
produce this external source of heat, a large amount of dried hardwood1.8 m3 or 120 kg-is required if all of the heat is used efficiently. The
female adult in tomb H 16:6 probablyweighed less than 70 kg but, given
the relative inefficiency of an open pyre, at least 120 kg fuel would have
been required to achieve the complete combustion and calcination of the
skeleton found in this burial.29
An unusual feature of this burial is the extraordinarycare taken in
collecting the bone from the cremation pyre.The total weight of the preserved bone is 1,345 g. This figure equals or exceeds the weight of skeletons recoveredfrom primarycremationsat Vronda,near Kavousiin Crete,
in which all of the grave soil was watersieved after excavation and the
resulting residue sorted for bone fragments.30Every major skeletal element and most small bones are represented in the inventoried remains of
the "rich Athenian lady."All of the long bone shafts are present in the
fragments, and many joint surfaces are preserved, although some cannot
be assigned to the right or left side on account of the degree of fragmentation, and these are, therefore, not indicated in the plot of the identified
bone (Fig. 8). The amount of facial bone preserved in this burial is most
26. Smithson 1968, p. 80.
27. Buikstraand Swegel 1989,
pp. 255-256; Holck 1986, pp. 140-146.
28. As part of Liston'sdissertation
research,a 95.3 kg (210 lb) adult pig
was crematedon one of these pyres
(Liston 1993, pp. 107-111). A second
pyre experiment,describedin more

detail below,was conductedin part to
addressquestionsabout the cremation
of fetuses,infants, and childrenin the
Agora. It involvedthree piglets, weighing 2.5, 10.7, and 13.6 kg, respectively.
29. Holck 1986; DeHaan and Nurbakhsh2001.
30. Liston 1993, pp. 82, 95.

Figure8. AthenianAgoraskeletal
specimenAA 302 (the "richAthenianlady").Shadedareasindicate
preserved bone. M. A. Liston
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Figure9. AA 302, reconstructed
cranium,frontand sideviews.
Photos M. A. Liston
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unusual. Normally very little of the facial skeleton is found in a cremation
burial,but in this case, while little of the mandible could be reconstructed,
nearlyall of the externalstructuresof the upperface were recovered(Fig. 9).31
BIOLOGICAL

31. In more than 250 ancient European and North Americancremations
examinedby Liston, only one other
skeleton approachedthis degree of
facialpreservation.
32. Bass 1987, pp. 200-206.
33. Gilbert and McKern 1973,
pp. 34-35; Lovejoyet al. 1985, pp. 2226; Iscan and Loth 1986.
34. See Smithson 1968, p. 81, n. 18,
for Angel's assessment.
35. Bass 1987, pp. 83-88.

OF A GEOMETRIC

CHARACTERISTICS

The skull and major limb bones are gracile and quite small even if we
assume the maximum possible shrinkage in the bone. The skull is almost
childlike, but the presence of sockets for erupted third molars (wisdom
teeth) make it clear that the individual was an adult, older than 18-20
years. The delicate bone structure and the morphology of the temporal
and frontal bones indicate a female. As is common in cremated remains,
the bones of the pelvis are quite fragmentary,preservingjoint surfaces,but
they could not be reconstructed sufficiently to indicate the sex-specific
characteristicswith any clarity.32The presence, however, of a fetus found
with the remains also suggests a female.
Surviving portions of the auricularsurfaceof the ilium, the pubic symphysis, and the sternal ends of the ribs all indicate an age of 30-35 years at
death. One fragment of the pubic symphysis could indicate an age as advanced as 40 years.33Only the pubic symphysis technique for determining
adult age was availableto Angel when he initially examined these remains,
and he too described the bones as those of a female in her 30s, with a maximum range of 24-40 years at death.34
Determining race or major geographical group is one of the most difficult aspects of skeletal biology. The most reliable skeletal indicators of
race are on the skull, particularlyin the midfacial region of the nose and
mouth.35In this case, the face is somewhat warped by heat, but the individual elements are present and relatively undamaged. The high, narrow
upper nasal opening, prominent nasal bones, with a depressed nasal root at
nasion, and the presence of a strongly developed nasal sill are distinctly
Caucasian.
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There are no complete long bones preserved, but stature can be very
roughly estimated from the preservedmetacarpalsof the hand, which were
also measured by Angel and recorded in his field notes. Because they are
only weakly correlatedto total stature, metacarpalsgive a very wide range
of estimated height. The estimate from the three best-preserved metacarpals indicates a mean stature of 155.90 cm, and a maximum estimated
range of 149.89-161.12 cm.36Shrinkage of the bone due to burning is
unquestionably present and impossible to quantify accurately;therefore,
the estimation of stature is quite tentative. Angel was also aware of this,
stating in his original notes "apparentlyshort stature, light build ... but
beware effects of shrinkage."37
There is no observableevidence of disease, trauma,or excessive muscle
strain on the preserved skeletal remains.The subchondral bone and margins of the joint surfacesarepreservedin fragments, although most cannot
be reconstructed or specifically identified and are therefore not noted on
the inventory (Fig. 8). These joints lack even the normal age-related indications, such as incipient osteoarthritis or other joint wear typical of a
woman in her 30s and commonly seen on skeletons from this time period,
including other Agora cremations.38The major muscle attachments of the
arms and legs show only normal development, with no strain or injury.
The vertebralbodies show no evidence of disk herniation (Schmorl'snodes)
or other mechanical stress.The skeleton suggests a healthy woman, whose
life probably did not include heavy physical labor associated with agricultural tasks or domestic activities such as carryingwater or grinding grain.
The absence of all normal age-related indications,39together with the unusually rich grave goods, supports the identification of an individual of
high status.
FETAL

Figure10. AA 302. Fetalremains
foundtogetherwith the cremated
remainsof the adultfemale.
PhotoM. A. Liston

REMAINS

In addition to the skeleton of the woman, there were a number of bones
in the preserved remains that were clearly not those of an adult human.
Indeed, in the original publication of the tomb, as noted above, Smithson
speculated that the presence of the neck-handled amphora (Fig. 7) found
with the grave goods might have contained a fetus, all traces of which had
vanished.40Some of the additional bone recovered from the cinerary urn
(Fig. 5) had previously been identified as cremated or burned animal remains, and more animal bone was identified in this study by Ruscillo (see
above). Much of this bone, however, consisted of the partial remains of a
human fetus, which had not been identified in previous work on this
grave.41
Although not as complete as the adult skeleton, the fetus is represented by most major bones of the skeleton (Fig. 10). The bones are frag36. Musgraveand Harneja1978,
pp. 114-115.
37. Unpublishednotes on the skeletal materialfrom the Agora Excavations.
38. Iscan and Loth 1989, pp. 32-35;

Ortner and Putschar1985, p. 419.
39. See n. 38. In his notes on this
skeleton,Angel also emphasizesthe
lack of degenerativejoint disease,
repeatedlynoting, and at times underlining, "noarthritis."

40. See above,n. 17.
41. After the originalpresentation
of this paperat the 2002 Archaeological Institute of America annualmeeting, and in subsequentpresentations,
we have been askedif there was any
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Figure11. Fragmentarycremated
fetalfemurshaftfromtomb H 16:6
(right),shownwith an unburned
fetalfemurshaftfromHellenistic
well G 5:3. PhotoM. A. Liston

evidenceforpreviouspregnancies
in
thiswoman.Earlierresearch(Stewart
1957,p. 13) hasshownthatstresses
duringchildbirthon the ligamentous
in the anteriorpelviscan
attachments
resultin scarson the dorsalsurfaceof
the ospubis.Angel (1969, p. 432) was
the first to suggest that these marks
were useful not only for indicating
previouspregnancies,but also for
suggestingthe numberof previous
births.Angel, however,acknowledged
that this was controversialand he
even referred(1975, p. 176) to the
evaluationof a numberof pregnancies
as "guessed."Subsequentresearchhas
shown that while the presenceof these
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mentary and warped by cremation, but the preserved fragments are unquestionablyhuman. In addition to the cranialvault, the most readilyidentifiable elements include a femur shaft and a portion of the pelvis, both of
which are unique in humans due to adaptations for bipedal locomotion
and, therefore, not easily confused with animal remains. A fragmentary
fetal femur shaft from the tomb, clearly cremated, is shown together with
a fetal femur, estimated to be aged 34-36 weeks,42from the Hellenistic
"well of the babies"(well G 5:3) in Figure 11.43
Unfortunately,there is no reliableway to determine sex from the bones
of fetal or infant remains, but age can often be estimated quite accurately.
Most techniques for determining age of fetal remains depend on the size
of the bones, but fragmentation and shrinkage complicate the evaluation
of cremated remains. A normal full-term pregnancy lasts 40 weeks or 10
lunar months. The maximum age range for this fetus based on measurements of the femur and ilium is 32 to 36 weeks, or eight to nine lunar
months. The general size and condition of the other skeletal elements support this estimate. In addition, the petrous portion of the temporal bone,
which surrounds the inner ear, lacks some of the developmental features
that occur around the normal time of birth.44Based on this evidence, it is
clear that this was not a neonatal or post-term infant, but was within four
to eight weeks of a full-term pregnancy.
There is no way to determine if this fetus had been delivered, since the
remains were gathered and mixed in the amphora with the adult bone. In
a recent experimental cremation pyre created for this project, however,
almost no identifiable bone was recoveredfrom a 2.5-kg piglet burned for
the six and a half hours requiredto calcine completely the skeletons of two
piglets weighing 10.7 and 13.6 kg, respectively.Experimental cremations
of human fetuses alone have been found to take only 20 to 55 minutes to
destroy completely the soft tissue and incinerate the bones.45This suggests
that the fetus may have been partiallyprotected within the mother's body
during the cremation and supports the hypothesis that this was the cremation of a pregnant woman and not a woman with a recently delivered
infant.
scarsmay indicate previousbirths,
there are other causes as well, since
they occasionallyappearon male
skeletons (see Kelley 1979; Suchey
et al. 1979). There were no preserved
scarson the dorsalsurfaceof the pubic
bones of the "richAthenian lady,"
suggesting,but not proving,that she
died duringthe courseof her first
pregnancy.While there is no physical
evidence to indicate a cause for this
late pregnancy,a change in her marital
status,including a second marriage
following a first infertileunion, is a
possibility.A change in the woman's
own health statusis also possible,but
discussionof the myriadcausesof

infertilityand its reversalis beyond the
scope of this paper.
42. Cf. Fazekasand K6sa 1978,
pp.261-263.
43. Located on the north side of
the Kolonos Agoraios,well G 5:3 was
closed sometime around150 B.C.;see
Rotroff 1999; Little 1999; Snyder
1999; Papadopoulos2000. The well
is discussedin more detail below.A
fullerreporton this well will be published by Rotroff,Little, and Snyder.
44. Scheurand Black 2000, pp. 7479; Fazekasand K6sa 1978, pp. 137,
223-225,260-263.
45. Fazekasand K6sa 1978, p. 359.
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OF DEATH

There are no observable signs of long-term disease or trauma that could
have contributed to the death of the woman or the fetus, but it is difficult
to determine the precise cause of death on the basis of human osteology.
During pregnancythe immune system is suppressedin orderto reduce the
chance of the woman'sbody rejecting the fetus. As a result,women may be
more susceptible to infectious disease while they are pregnant.46The age
of the woman at 30-35 years may also have been a contributing factor in
these deaths, particularlyif she had not had previous pregnancies. A first
pregnancy in a woman of this age often entails considerable risk even in
modern developed nations, and could have posed a much greater risk of
mortality in the Early Iron Age.
The risks of childbirth in ancient Greece are discussed by Nancy Demand, particularlythe childbirth cases recorded in the Hippocratic Epidemics.47As Demand notes, the situation as described for early modern
Europe would apply to Classical Greece, and she goes on to cite Roger
Schofield:
A whole variety of conditions, such as hemorrhage, pelvic deformity,
disproportion between the sizes of the child's head and the pelvis,
severe abnormal presentations such as transverselies, eclampsia and
uterine inertia early in the labour,are likely to have posed problems
which were beyond the capacities of those attending the birth to alleviate.... Furthermore,attempts to remove a dead child, especially
by the old-fashioned hooks and crotchets in general use before the
eighteenth century,probably severely threatened the mother's life.48
Demand also cites records for modern developed countries before the
1930s-when maternal mortality began to drop appreciablybecause of
the introduction of antibiotics-which show that 35-55% of maternal
deaths were due to puerperal infection, 20% to toxemia, 20% to hemorrhage, and the remainderto various causes, especially abortion.49Archaeological studies have demonstrated ancient maternal mortality as high as
14%, although much lower rates are documented in rural undeveloped
regions of the world today.50
FACIAL RECONSTRUCTION

Ever since the discovery of tomb H 16:6, the issue of what the "richAthenian lady"looked like has occupied the imagination of scholars.More particularly, the presence of so much jewelry, especially the earrings and
finger-rings, prompted a number of attempts to visualize what the woman
may have looked like with all of her finery. Consequently, the Agora archives contain several photographs, never published, of women wearing
some of this jewelry, including a delightful photograph of Marian M.
McCredie, the wife of the Director of the American School of Classical
Studies at Athens between 1969 and 1977 (Fig. 12). Although providing a
good idea of what the jewelry deposited in this tomb may have looked like

46. Ortner 1998, p. 88.
47. Demand 1994, pp. 71-86.
48. Demand 1994, p. 71, citing
Schofield 1986, p. 235.
49. Demand 1994, pp. 71-72, citing
Loudon 1991, p. 34.
50. Aufderheideand RodriguezMartin 1998, p. 296; see further
Lancaster1990, p. 281; Loudon 1991,

p. 56.
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Figure12. MarianM. McCredie
modelingsome of thejewelryfrom
the tomb of the "richAthenianlady"
shortlyafterits discovery.
CourtesyAgora Excavations

51. For a useful overviewof threedimensionalreconstructionsof crania

fromthe Greekworld,including
fromthe ShaftGravesat
individuals
Mycenaeandthe crematedindividual
foundin the so-calledtombof Philip
II at Vergina,see PragandNeave
1997.

worn by an adult female, the photograph is not, of course, the face of the
"richAthenian lady."
The well-preserved cranium (Fig. 9) from this burialled us to attempt
a facial reconstruction.The very fragile natureof the remains and the warping of some of the cranial bone due to cremation precluded an attempt at
a three-dimensional reconstruction,51but the use of two-dimensional reconstructions is common in modern forensic practice. From photographs
taken for this purpose, a sketch of the face was preparedby Graham Houston, a professional artist and student of anthropology at the University of
Waterloo. Using a series of drawings, he was able first to reassemble the
various portions of the skull that did not actually meet due to warping of
the bone. All of the facial bones except the mandible were represented on
at least one side of the skull, allowing gaps to be filled by mirrorimaging,
producing a 1:1 drawing of the reconstructed skull. Portions of the mandible were missing, but the critical chin areawas preserved.To reconstruct
the mandible, the surviving fragments were used and the mandible of a
Caucasian woman in the University of Waterloo collection whose palate
measurements were nearly identical to those of the "richAthenian lady"
provided a model for the rest.
As an independent evaluation, a set of cranio-facial measurements
taken by Angel was withheld until after the reconstruction of the skull was
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Figure13. Facialreconstructionof
the "richAthenianlady."Prepared
by
GrahamHouston

completed; these were then used to check the accuracyof the drawing. In
every case the cranialreconstructionwas within 1 mm of Angel's actual or
estimated size. From the drawing of the restored skull the facial features
were produced using standard forensic techniques developed for two-dimensional reconstructions.52This facial reconstruction is based on average tissue depth measurements for 21 anatomical landmarks.The data are
derived from a large series of subjects grouped by age, race, and height.
Due to the woman's late-stage pregnancy, tissue thickness data derived
from heavy Caucasian women were used.53A neutral hairstyle and the
earringsfrom the burialwere then added. The resulting image (Fig. 13) is
the averageface that could have existed on these skeletal remains. It lacks
the individualizing characteristicsthat are not apparent on the skeleton,
but provides a general impression of the appearanceof the individual that
has come to be known as the "richAthenian lady."

PREGNANCY

AND

DEATH

The presence of a fetus together with the remains of the adult female
fundamentally changes the interpretation of this tomb. Infant burials are
common in the Greek world, as they are elsewhere during the premodern
era, given the high infant mortality rate. Aristotle (Hist. an. 588a8) explicitly states that the majority of deaths in infancy occur before the child is a
week old. The incidence of women dying in pregnancy or during child-

52. Taylor2001, pp. 75-133,261417; Glassman,Gatliff, and McGregor
1989; Gatliff and Snow 1979.
53. Taylor2001, p. 351. Extensive
comparativedata areprovidedin Rhine
and Campbell 1980, pp. 854-855.
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birth, by contrast, remains to a large extent archaeologicallyinvisible. Demand laments the disappointing lack of skeletal evidence for women who
have died in childbirth.54
One of the best overviews on death and the disposal of infants and
children in ancient Greece is provided by Robert Garland in his account
of the "special dead," particularly the aoroi (see below).55It is clear that
infants in the Greek world, as elsewhere, constitute a special category of
the dead, a phenomenon that is widely recorded by anthropologists and
social historians.56Garland cogently musters the evidence in literaturesuch as Hekabe's lament for the dead infant prince Astyanax, who had not
known youth or marriage or godlike sovereignty and had scarcely been
introduced to his psyche57-and in art, particularly funerary stelai of the
later fifth century B.C. that often illustrate an infant or child together with
an adult.58Of the latter,the stele of Ampharete (Fig. 14), dating to the late
fifth century B.C., is a classic case in point, as it preserves not only the
image of infant and adult, but an epigram, inscribed on the architrave,
consisting of an elegiac couplet followed by a hexameter.59The inscription, as given by Werner Peek,60reads:
Texvov ?tIy~ OyaTcpo6gT68' ?X)co
6xt
cpXov, 0[1rCp

aoy
ocxy

6ioIcYaLv -q I EXio rt)VT?g ?8?Epx6O[?0a,

'XCO.
EXot)V.?[oi;y6ovxotvxaCvovYpO6r0?vovp0L0t.vWl
It is my daughter'schild that I hold here with love, the one whom I
held on my lap while in life we looked on the light of the sun and
now [still] hold, dead as I am dead.61
In any search for the disposal of fetuses, neonates, or infants in Greek
antiquity, one of the most important and informative contexts is the Hellenistic well (well G 5:3) on the north side of the Kolonos Agoraios, in the
area of the Athenian Agora, that was closed sometime around 150 B.C.62
54. Demand 1994, p. 72. She cites
the relativedearthof physicalanthropological studies availablefor Classical
Greece, but doubts that a redirectionof
archaeologicalfocus to human remains
will provepromising,citing problems
with age and sex determinationsand
especiallythe use of pelvic scarsto estimate numbersof births. She even states
(pp. 72-73) that "the natureof the
Greek soil makes it highly unlikelythat
fetuses will be found actuallylodged in
the pelvises of female skeletons."
55. Garland 1985, pp. 77-88.
56. See King 1903; Hertz 1960;
Stone 1977; Milner,Wood, and Boldsen 2000.
57. Garland1985, p. 84, with reference to Euripides'TrojanWomen
1171-1172; the relevantlines are 11561178. Cf. King 1903, p. 84: "Virgil

(Aen.6.427) speaksof the souls of
infants dead before their time, bewailing their fate on the thresholdof the
world below."Fairclough(1999, p. 563)
notes that infantswere placed near the
entranceof Hades becausethey had
died at the entranceof life.
58. Among a long list of these,
Garland(1985, pp. 69, 84-85, figs. 13,
19) illustratesand discussesthe stele of
Ampharetewith her grandchild,which
was probablyoriginallyintended to
commemoratea mother and her
daughter(for furtherdiscussion,see
Demand 1994, pp. 121-140), and the
stele of Mnesagoraand her baby
brotherNikochares.See also SchlorbVierneisel 1964. For a detailed overview of Greek gravereliefs,see
Schmaltz 1983 (see also Schmaltz
1970), and for a good overviewof the

gravestelai of women in Athens, see
Stears1995.
59. Clairmont 1970, pp. 91-92,
pl. 11, no. 23, with full bibliography;see
also Kubler1934; Peek 1934; IG II/III2
10650. For the location of the stele and
tomb of Ampharetein relationto other
tombs in the Kerameikosand in relation to the SacredWay,see SchlorbVierneisel 1964, p. 104, fig. 6.
60. Peek 1934, p. 33.
61. The translationis Clairmont's
(1970, p. 91).
62. See Rotroff 1999; Little 1999;
Snyder1999. For a recent surveyof the
evidence for abortionin the ancient
world, see Kapparis2002; it should be
noted, however,that in both Greek and
Latin there is no clearway of differentifrom "miscarriage"
(for
ating "abortion"
which see Kapparis2002, p. 246, n. 10).
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Figure14. Stele of Ampharetefrom
the AthenianKerameikos,late fifth
century B.C. H. 1.20 m. Courtesy

Deutsches ArchaologischesInstitut,Athens
(neg. no. Ker2620)

The well contained the human remains of one adult male, a child aged
about 11 years at death, and about 450 fetuses, neonates, or infants. The
well also contained the faunal remains of more than 130 dogs. The well
and its contents are currentlybeing studied for final publication by Susan
Rotroff, Lisa Little, and Lynn Snyder. In preliminary papers the authors
speculated on various interpretations, including animal sacrifice and infanticide,in addition to listing other explanationscanvassedin earlierscholarship, including epidemic, famine, and siege.63Rotroff, in particular,cogently pointed out that this deposit may reflectnormalratherthan abnormal
conditions, and went on to state that an "infant was not accepted as a
member of the family until the amphidromia, on the fifth or seventh day
after birth"and that children "who died before that time would probably
not receive formal burial."64
Although the distinction between infants and
childrenin variouspartsof the world can often be unclear,in ancient Greece
such distinctions could be quite precise. In Classical Athens, for example,
when a child was no longer a baby, at the age of three, it would be presented to the family clan, the phratry,and subsequently would participate

63. Rotroff 1999; Little 1999;
Snyder1999.
64. Rotroff 1999, p. 285. Garland
(1985, p. 81) states that the amphidromiawas "the naming-ceremonyfor
an Athenian child which was held on
the fifth or tenth day after birth."
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in the choesfestival for the first time that same year.65The essential stages,
the rites of passage, in the lives of many Athenians are recorded in an inscription dating to the second century A.D.:
rFCgwv,y?vv?(aco;, XotZv, ocprP3ias;.
Marriage, birth, choes,adolescence.66
Add death as the last in a long chain of social transitions,67as well as death
before choes(or amphidromia),and an interesting pattern emerges in the
study of Greek burial customs. Although bodies of adolescents and children over the age of three are commonly found in burial grounds along
with adults, the incidence of infants under the age of two and a half to
three years in Greek cemeteries is comparatively rare. Indeed, corpses of
infants are commonly found buried within the home or settlement area,at
least in certain periods within the Bronze and Early Iron Ages in Greece.68
The Athenian Hellenistic well G 5:3 is, therefore,similarto the Irish cillini,
designated resting places for stillborn and unbaptized children and other
members of society who were considered unsuitable for burial in consecratedground from early Christian times into the 20th century.69
The same
is true in modern Greece, where unbaptized children cannot be buried in
consecrated Orthodox cemeteries. In a similar vein, references in ancient
literature and modern Greek folk songs make it clear that funeral rites for
unmarriedadults are different from those reservedfor marriedindividuals,
as the penetrating analyses of John Lawson and others have shown.70
The approximately450 skeletons in well G 5:3 are, as far as we know,
the largest single assemblage of fetuses, neonates, and infants in Greek
65. Seeabove,n. 2. Burkert1972,
p. 221; Hamilton 1992.
66. IG II/11121368, line 130; Burkert 1972, p. 221, n. 28. Although the
institution of ephebeiain Athens is
restrictedto male youths, the term
T-ce9qp)LaL
refersto the celebration
upon reachingadolescence,and is related to cp3lcPaLov,
as in hair of pubes,
including

c(pq3aLat yovatcxica.

67. Metcalf and Huntington 1991,
p. 108.
68. See Sourvinou-Inwood1995,
pp. 433-439; the incidence of child and
infant burialsin Athens, whether inhumations or cremations,is usefullygathered in Stromberg1993, especially
pp. 143-200. Perhapsthe best evidence
for intramuralburialof infants and
childrenin the context of Early Iron
Age Athens are the 19 graveson the
Acropolis publishedby Gauss and
Ruppenstein(1998). Of these graves,
18 are cist tombs and one a pithos burial. Among these, seven tombs can be

assignedas Submycenaeanwith confidence and a furtherfour arelikely.Four
of the remaininggravesare assignedto
the Middle Helladic period, as is the
pithos burial.Most important,all but
one of the burialsassembledby Gauss
and Ruppensteinareburialsof infants
or children;for furtherdiscussionsee
Papadopoulos2003, pp. 299-300. The
question of intra- as opposed to extramuralburialin the Greekworld, and
the reasonsfor it, especiallyin the case
of children,has been discussedat
length elsewhereand representsan interestingavenuefor furtherinquiry;see
Young 1951; Sourvinou-Inwood1983,
p. 43; Nilsson 1955, p. 175; Burkert
1977, p. 295; Jordanand Rotroff 1999.
69. For which see Murphy and
McNeill 1993; Hurl and Murphy 1996;
Donnelly, Donnelly, and Murphy 1999.
70. Lawson [1910] 1964, pp. 556557, 592; Rehm 1994. See also Garland 1985, p. 87, and Gardner1896,
esp. p. 115.
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antiquity, but there are a number of other, earlier examples. The fetus in
tomb H 16:6 is not the only fetus or newborn infant among the Early Iron
Age tombs uncovered in the area of the later Athenian Agora. It is, however,the only fetus that is cremated,though crematedyoung children have
been found within Early Iron Age cemeteries in the same area.71Among
the examples recovered from inhumation tombs, Angel identified several
infants in pit tombs broadlydating to the phase spanning Final Mycenaean
through earliest Protogeometric. The infant in tomb N 16:1 Angel described as "7 months fetal to newborn,"that in tomb 0 17:8 as a "newborn infant," and the one in tomb 0 7:16 as "fetal, seven months."72 Of

these tombs, N 16:1 was located less than a meter to the north of tomb
M 16-17:1, the inhumation of an adult female, and had much in common
with it; the proximity and close similarityof these two tombs led Smithson
to believe that tomb M 16-17:1 containedthe mother of the infant inhumed
in tomb N 16:1.73Slightly later,dating to developed or laterProtogeometric,
is the infant pot inhumation, tomb 0 7:6, described by Angel as a "fetal
six-month's infant."74This was one of the earliest examples in Athens of a
Pot burials of unburned bodies first
pot inhumation, or eyxu-opLptopi.75
in
in
Attica in the later Protogeometric
times
appear post-Bronze Age
to
and
are
limited
infants, as opposed to children.76The
period
primarily
common handmade two-handled cooking pot, with an average height of
about 0.40 m and often fire-stained from domestic use, was the preferred
container, but sometimes spectacularlydecorated vessels, such as the celebrated Eleusis Amphora, the name-vase of the Polyphemos Painter,
standing to a height of 1.42 m, could be used for the purpose.77Although
no such infant burials have been reported from Early or Middle Geometric tombs, Late Geometric examples are numerous, and there are at least
71. Among the crematedremains
of childrenis the individualin tomb
deposit F 16:4 (skeletalspecimen
AA 283). This tomb containedthe cremated remainsof a small child, no
more than two to three yearsold. The
cineraryurn preserved77.24 g of cremated bone. The remainswere thoroughly cremated,sufficientto consume
all of the soft tissue,but the burning
was not continued until all of the bone
was completelycalcined.The bone had
neverbeen cleaned,althoughAngel
had estimatedthe skeleton to be from
an adolescent,10-14 yearsold. The
developmentalstage of the skeleton,
however,shown most clearlyin the vertebrae,makes it clearthat this child was
less than three yearsold, and may have
been less than two. Unfortunately,the
teeth, which could have provideda
more preciseage estimation,were not
recoveredwith the bone. There is no
evidence of pathology,but at this age,
stressesassociatedwith weaning, together with the introductionof food-

borne diseases,arecommon causesof
death in many societies. For a reportedly early-6th-centuryB.C.child cremation, see Schl6rb-Vierneisel1966,
p. 14, no. 21 (hS 179); also 1967, p. 40.
For other Geometric child cremations
in and aroundAthens, see Stavropoullos 1961, p. 5 (Academy)andTheocharis 1951, pp. 122-123 (PalaiaKokkinia,
Piraeus);it should be stressedthat
neither of the lattertwo examplesis
certain.
72. The human remainsin tomb
N 16:1 were designatedAA 317, those
in tomb O 17:8 AA 289, and those in
tomb O 7:16 AA 130. Another pit
tomb dating to the same period,tomb
D 7:7 on the Kolonos Agoraios,was
describedby Angel in his unpublished
notes as the graveof an "infantaged
ca. 8-12 months at death (AA 318)."
73. All of these tombs will be published in detail in the forthcoming
volume on the EarlyIron Age burials
from the Athenian Agora (Papadopoulos and Smithson, in prep.).

74. AA 131.
75. Pot burialsin EarlyIron Age
Athens are discussedin more detail
in Papadopoulosand Smithson 2002,
pp. 184-185.
76. For the distinctionbetween
infants and children,which is an importantone in the Greekworld, see
Papadopoulos2000, p. 111. Another
Protogeometricpot inhumationis tomb
C 10:2.The burialpot, a handmade
two-handled cookingjar,containedthe
inhumed remainsdescribedat the time
of excavationas those of an infant,
more specificallyas "afew bits of
bones-those of a baby"(Agora
notebook 1O III, p. 464). Unfortunately,the human remainsfrom this
tomb were not kept, nor were they
inspected at the time of excavationby a
physicalanthropologist.
77. For the Eleusis Amphora see
Mylonas 1957; 1975, vol. I, pp. 91-92;
vol. III, pls. 222-224; Morris 1984,
pp. 37-51, pl. 6.
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39 pot burialsfrom the variouscemeteriesin the areaof the ClassicalAgora,
the Kerameikos, and the cemetery on the Acropolis South Slope near the
Odeion.78

andSmithson
78. Papadopoulos
2002,p. 184,andsee alsothe discussion
in Smithson 1968, p. 81, n. 19a; 1974,

p. 373.
79. Demand 1994, p. 73; Wells
1975, p. 1237.
80. Owsley and Bradtmiller1983;
Williams 1994. Other examplesare
summarizedin Aufderheideand
Rodriguez-Martin1998, p. 295.
81. For furtherdiscussionof these
examples,see Demand 1994, pp. 7273.
82. Liston 1993, pp. 137-140.
83. Fully discussedin Papadopoulos,
forthcoming.
84. Musgrave'sdetailed anthropological assessmentof the Torone Early
Iron Age tombs will appearin Papadopoulos, forthcoming.
85. For which see Bowra 1962,
pp. 215-216; Burkert1972, pp. 83-134,
esp. p. 122.

In comparison to the death of infants, the death of pregnant women
is rarely documented archaeologically,but evidence does exist from many
partsof the world. In 1975, CalvinWells enumeratedtwo cases from Egypt,
one from early Saxon England, and two from medieval Europe.79Since
then fetal remains associated with adult females, presumablythe mothers,
have been reported from a variety of other sites in North America, Europe, and Africa.80All of these examples were, however, inhumation burials in which fetuses or neonates were found either interredwith their mothers or else actually lodged in the pelvises of female skeletons.81
Cremated fetal remains have been identified in at least two sites in
Greece, at Kavousi in Crete and Torone in the Chalkidike, both of which
await definitive publication. The Late Geometric cremation burials at the
Vronda site near Kavousi contained crematedfetuses and neonatal remains
in association with the skeletons of young adult females. The cremation
graves at Vronda all have multiple burials within the same cist grave. Although many of the cremation burials were primary deposits of cremated
bone, thus preserving an approximationof anatomical arrangementin the
bones, the fetuses, and all but one of the neonatal infants, were not recognized during the excavation of the tombs; such remains were only recovered by watersieving the grave soils and sorting the resulting residue. No
fetal remains were, therefore,found within the pelvic cavity of the females,
but in nine tombs fetal bones were found in the same deposits as young
adult females. In four other burials, cremated bones from neonatal infants
were also found in the same grave as adult females. All of these may represent burials of women who died during pregnancy or childbirth, and there
appears to be no difference in the treatment of these burials from that of
others in the same grave or other graves at Vronda.82
The closest known parallel-both in terms of tomb type and date-to
the cremated mother and infant in tomb H 16:6 is a cremation tomb from
the Early Iron Age cemetery on terraceV atTorone.83From the 134 tombs
excavated-18 of which were inhumations and 116 cremations-the remains of six infants were discerned by Jonathan Musgrave.84Of these six
infants, five were disposed of as full-fledged individuals cremated and interred in their own tombs. The only exception was the fetus or neonate in
tomb 123, which appearsto have been cremated along with a female young
adult aged 18-25 years at death, surely the mother who died in pregnancy
or during childbirth. A unique aspect of this tomb was that it contained
the largest group of fragmentaryhandmade tripod cauldrons in the Early
Iron Age cemetery at Torone. Handmade terracottatripod cauldronswere
recorded in a number of tombs at Torone. The vessels were always found
in a broken state, never complete, and, with the exception of those in tomb
123, the fragments usually represented a solitary vessel per tomb. Moreover, the position of individual tripods was consistent neither with that of
normal pot offerings nor with that of vessels that served as lids or covers.
The circumstances of their finding and their fragmentary state indicated
some connection with funerary ritual, conceivably in the preparation of
food or the burning of incense.85
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The number of fragmentarytripods in tomb 123 at Torone was most
unusual. In addition to fragments of at least four tripod cauldrons, the
tomb also yielded a number of marine shells and two possible animal bone
fragments.86As alreadynoted, the cremated remains deposited inside the
ash-urn, a smallwheelmade vertical-handled amphoriskos,were of a young
adult female and a fetus/neonate. The tomb represents the clearest instance in the terraceV cemetery of a mother dying in pregnancy or during
childbirth, suggesting that the tripod cauldrons may have been associated
with a taboo, or its aversion, and used in some purification ritual. The
importance of purificationin Greek religion is an enduring aspect of Greek
literature,87and the tripods associated with the mother and child in tomb
123 at Torone suggest that the process of dying in pregnancy or during
childbirth may have contributed to the unusual burial treatment.88Unfortunately, the association of death during pregnancy or childbirth and special burial rituals at Torone could not be established on a firmer statistical
basis on account of the fragmentary state of many of the human remains
and the fact that certain types of death leave no physical trace on the skeletal remains.
Burials of an adult female together with a fetus or neonate, however,
are not unique to Torone, and that a tomb as celebrated as that of the "rich
Athenian lady"can now be listed among cremation graves containing the
remains of a mother and child suggests that such tombs may be more
common than is currently realized. Moreover, the tripods in Torone
tomb 123 bring into focus a related issue that may now be considered in
the light of the better-known tomb H 16:6 in the Athenian Agora. Was
the "richAthenian lady"reallyrich, or were the many pots buried with her,
together with the gold and bronze jewelry, a necklace made of faience and
glass beads, and the ivory stamp seals and disk, among other exotic
kterismata,deposited in her tomb precisely because she died during pregnancy or prematurechildbirth?
The sheer quantity of material interred with this burial has usually
been connected-implicitly if not explicitly-with Joseph Tainter's "energy expenditure principle,"by which it is argued that "higher social rank
of a deceased individual will correspond to greater amounts of corporate
involvement and activity disruption, and this should result in the expenditure of greateramounts of energy in the interment ritual."89By dying during pregnancy or childbirth, the female in tomb H 16:6 would have upset
the normal link between burial and property transmission, particularlyif
the child that accompanied her to the grave was her first, or her first male
offspring. Essential to what has come to be known in mortuaryanalysis as
the Saxe/Goldstein hypothesis was the use or control of crucial but restricted resources,90and more specifically the critical resource-whatever
that may be-passing from parent to offspring or among various members
of a community.9 The logic linking burials and property transmission has
been thoroughly discussed by Ian Morris,92and even earlier by Margaret
Alexiou, particularlywith reference to Classical Greece.93In discussing
the phenomenon of ritual economy, Peter Metcalf refines the argument of
the transferof crucial resources,suggesting that where an emphatic claim

86. Full detailswill be presentedin
Papadopoulos,forthcoming.Only one
other tomb, tomb 115, yielded more
than one tripod cauldron;in that case
the tomb containedtwo fragmentary
fire-affectedcauldrons.
87. See, among others, Parker1983.
88. Consequently,this tomb may
representone of a growing numberof
burialsthroughoutthe Greek world
that expressthe importanceof social
role, and more particularlyunusual
deaths,some associatedwith deviancy
in mortuarybehavior,for which see
Binford 1972; Shay 1985; Little and
Papadopoulos1998; Papadopoulos
2000.
89. Tainter 1978, p. 125.
90. Saxe 1970, pp. 119-121; see also
Saxe 1971.
91. Goldstein 1981, p. 61.
92. Morris 1991; 1992, pp. 21-22.
93. Alexiou 1974.
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(with references);Andronikos
p.
1968, pp. 15-18, 106-107; Kurtzand
Boardman1971, pp. 64-67; Snodgrass
1971, pp. 190-192; Garland1985,
pp. 110-115. See also Stampolidis
1995, pp.299-307; 1996, pp.93-203;
and, for the Totenmahl,ThongesStringaris1965.
96. Goody 1962, pp. 156-182.
97. See Zschietzschmann1928;
Alexiou 1974, pp. 4-14; Ahlberg 1971;
see also Ahlberg-Cornell 1992.
98. For Solon, see Ruschenbusch
1966; Martina 1968, frr.465-476; for
Demetrios of Phaleron,see Kirchner
1939; see furtherAlexiou 1974, pp. 1423; Garland 1985, pp. 26, 107. See also
the discussionin Shapiro 1991.
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is to be made, the funeraryritual is held on a larger scale, whereas in those
cases where less is at stake, a simpler affairserves the ritualfunction equally
well.94In the case of tomb H 16:6, as with Torone tomb 123, not one but
two individuals-parent and offspring-were laid to rest, thereby potentially necessitating a more lavish expenditure as part of the funeraryritual
or ceremony.
Tomb H 16:6 was rich not only in the quantity of material deposited,
but also in the quantity of material consumed by the living taking part in
the funeraryritual.Indeed, later Greek literaturecontains many references
to nekrodeipna,funeraryfeasts, and other forms of consumption that leave
little trace in the archaeological record.95In the case of tomb H 16:6, for
example, a large quantity of meat was distributedand consumed, witnessed
by the animal bone remains recovered from the pyre debris of the tomb,
which together amounted to at least 70 kg of meat. Moreover, there is the
very real possibility of invisible energy expended away from the grave. In
dealing with the burialcustoms of the Lodagaa of West Africa,Jack Goody
was among the first to show that a great deal of wealth was not deposited
in the tomb of the deceased (which might have been found by an archaeologist at some later date), but was distributed among the living by means
of straightforward formulas of income and outlay.96In the Greek Geometric period, judging by funerary iconography, many aspects of the
funerary ritual, including those involving the consumption of wealth, did
not occur at the grave, but during the wake, prothesis(lying in state), and
ekphora(procession).97In Homer (II.23) the funerarygames for Patrokloslike those in which Hesiod competed-provide further evidence for lavish
expenditure at death that is not directly associated with the tomb. It is also
useful to remember that the Athenians on several occasions-sometime
after Solon and again in 317 B.C. under Demetrios of Phaleron-had to
legislate in orderto stem expenditureon either the funeraryritualor monument.98Indeed, the restrictionsincluded both the length of certain aspects
of the funerary ritual-for example, a single day was prescribed for the
prothesisby Solonian law, implying that at an earlier time the prothesis
was a more extended affair-as well as a ban on all but the simplest form
of burial marker.Tombs such as H 16:6 must surely represent early examples of lavish expenditure that ultimately resulted in the need for such
legislation.
We do not know whether the "richAthenian lady"was cremated and
buried as a pregnant woman or as a mother with an infant, though there is
some evidence supporting the first. There are, therefore, many different
ways to understand the grave goods and elaborate ritual associated with
tomb H 16:6. The grave can be viewed, first, in the light in which it has
been viewed since its discovery: as that of a high-status female in which
the infant is not reflected because it did not attain what can be termed
"personhood."Indeed, as the Vronda parallels demonstrate, the presence
of a fetus in some cases might not have any particular impact on the
form of burial for the adult mother. Similarly, the many fetuses found
in the Hellenistic well G 5:3 might also bring into question their "personhood." In other words, while the new evidence from tomb H 16:6
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warrantsreconsideration of the entire burial, it is equally important not to
assume that the "richness"of the tomb has anything to do with the fetus.
Conversely,it may be the very presence of the fetus that not only complicates the burialof the adult female, but determines and defines the form
that the tomb was to take. In light of the discussion presented above on
death and property transmission, the rich burial may point to the status of
the deceased infant rather than to that of the mother, representing the
burial of an infant heir and his mother. Alternatively, it may be the life
history of the adult female that is critical in understanding the final form
of the grave, not that of the fetus or heir. Looked at from this perspective,
the status of the female in life-or for that matter the status of the infant
or neonate-is irrelevant.Rather,it is the personal history of the deceased
woman, including the failed pregnancy and a life cut short, that assumes
importance. As for Torone tomb 123, death during pregnancy placed the
individuals buried in tomb H 16:6 in the category of the "specialdead,"
thus warrantinga special ceremony,in this case the lavish outlay of funerary
goods, together with the expense of the associated funeraryritual that took
place near the grave and away from it.9 Although there are many categories of the "specialdead"in the Greek world-heroes, the war dead, the
murdered dead and their killers, suicides, diobletoi(those struck by lightning), deuteropotmoi(the "second-fated ones" for whom an ekphorahad
been held and a tomb constructed on the assumption that they were dead),
the ataphoi (the unburied dead),100and social outcastsl01-the a6roi, as
Garland notes, are "oftenlamented in tragedy and very commonly alluded
Their name literally referring to an "untimely"or early
to in epitaphs."102
demise, the aoroiwere accorded special funeraryrites. The combination of
mother and infant in tomb H 16:6-a double burial of two distinct individuals-may represent two such a6roi.103
Whichever way one views the deceased in tomb H 16:6, the new evidence presented in this study highlights the need for a more nuanced theoretical framework for examining the age and gender of any burial. This
frameworkmust include not only the specific tomb contents and evidence
for ritual behavior, as opposed to general indications of wealth, but also
the physical remains of the individuals buried there.104
Apart from the lavish outlay associatedwith the tomb of the so-called
rich Athenian lady,there was nothing inherent in the tomb to signal clearly
that this was the grave of a mother who died in pregnancy or childbirth.
As was the case in Torone tomb 123, the only way to establish the identity
of those cremated and interred in these tombs was through the study of
the physical remains. In later periods such information is often clearly
99. For the "specialdead,"see discussion in Garland1985, pp. 77-103;
Little and Papadopoulos1998.
100. For all these see Garland1985,
pp. 88-103.
101. For which see Shay 1985; and
full discussionin Little and Papadopoulos 1998. For a recent accountof
the poetry of illegitimacyin Greek lit-

erature,see Ebbott 2003, particularlyfor
the mannerin which nothoiembody
polaritiessuch as legitimate/illegitimate,
free/slave,fertile/sterile,and so on.
102. Garland1985, pp. 77-88, esp.
p. 77.
103. Although there are a number
of double burialsin EarlyIron Age
Athens, including severaltombs con-

taining two adults,few if any of these
approachthe lavish outlayof tomb
H 16:6, and many of these arenot in
anyway distinguishedfrom single
burials.For a catalogueof such tombs,
see Stromberg1993, pp. 111-200.
104. For a useful discussionof
gender and hierarchyin earlyAthens,
see Whitley 1996.
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Figure15. Stele of Hediste from
Demetrias-Pagasai, ca. 200

B.C.

H. 0.73 m. Volos,Archaeological
Museum. AfterArvanitopoulos
1928,
of paintingprepared
pl.II;reproduction
by
EmileGillieronpere

105.See,amongothers,Friederichs
1885 (revisedby Wolters);Wolters
1892; Michon 1905; Kerameikos
II;
Loraux 1981 (cf. Loraux1986, p. 24;
1987); Vedder1988, 1989; Demand
1994, pp. 121-130.
106. See Demand 1994, pp. 130134, following a suggestionfirst made
by Clairmont 1970.
107. Arvanitopoulos1928, pp. 147149, pl. II.
108. Arvanitopoulos1928, p. 148.

signaled in the funerary marker.Indeed, a number of scenes on funerary
stelai and stone lekythoi depicting a seated or collapsing woman, often
with hair and clothing loosened, physically supported by a woman and
sometimes attended by another figure, have been identified as representations of women in labor and even as portrayalsof heroic female deaths,105
though some scholars prefer to see some of these as memorials to midwives.106But arguablythe most evocative gravestone of the later Classical
and Hellenistic periods of a woman dying in pregnancy is the painted stele
of Hediste from Demetrias-Pagasai now in the Volos Museum (Fig. 15).107
Measuring 0.73 m in height, 0.536 m wide, and 0.137 m deep, and usually
dated to about 200 B.C., the stele was found in two parts in 1907 and 1909.
The front of the stele is decorated with a painted scene of the deceased
woman, lying on a kline, with a youthful man-identified as her husband
by Arvanitopoulos108-to the left, and a standing older female attendant
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behind holding the body of the dead child. Below the painted pictureframe
is an inscribed poem, transcribedby Arvanitopoulos:
-T6OT
AoipOv ?(p''H8LonqL
Motzpoct
v1lCx &r7'&opOCaxrCv
xX6aocv,OT?doCgvo;VOplRpiT
rtjivxtacCsv
v4tnov &avxaXLtoO?aL,
o-xerXql!06 yap ?tseeX?TO6
T?opSEoicLvXCxo0iEoo
[yarotorc
pi00
poo;.
"Ev yap ?i?i6? (pdo xaci aCrnqyayzveiL iva -r6[i3ov
T0oo6a?
[oXoboo0,T6vI.
Trob;86oao06, &XpLTWo;

A painful thread for Hediste did the Fates weave from their
spindles when,
as a young wife she came to the throes of childbirth.
Ah wretched one! For it was not fated that she should cradle
the infant in
her arms, nor moisten the lips of her new-born child at her breast.
One light looks upon both and Fortune has brought both to a
single tomb,
making no distinction when she came upon them.'09
This remarkablestele is well described by Jerome Pollitt:
Hediste, whose grave the stele marked, died in childbirth, as did her
infant. The painted scene on the stele shows the immediate aftermath of this tragedy.Hediste's pain-wracked body still lies on the
bed and is contemplated by her grief-stricken husband. In the
background of the bedchamber an old woman holds the body of the
dead child. It is not just the sadness of death but its suddenness that
interested the painter of the stele, and the poignant epitaph carved
at its base leaves no doubt that it was Tyche who was seen as the
author of this suddenness.110
Both iconographically and by means of the written word-the latter a
work, according to Arvanitopoulos, of an important poet from Demetriasll'-the stele of Hediste conveys the pathos of a woman and child
dying during pregnancy or childbirth. The physical anthropology of the
tomb of the "richAthenian lady"of the Areiopagos, like that of tomb 123
in the Early Iron Age cemetery at Torone, conveys a similar pathos in an
era before writing and recorded history.

CONCLUSIONS
This study has highlighted the importance of the detailed analysis of the
physical anthropology of any ancient grave. The identity of the deceased
cannot be determined on the basis of grave goods alone and the only way
to establish the identity of those interred in a tomb, whether a cremation
or an inhumation, is through the study of the physical remains. Although
many recent studies have used data from Geometric burials as an important part of the analysis of this period,112 rarely do such studies include
detailed information on the physical anthropology of the population of
the cemetery.The point is well made by Ian Morris, who writes:

109. Translationprovidedby Pollitt
1986, p. 4.
110. Pollitt 1986, p. 4, with an illustrationof the stele on p. 5, fig. 3, and
furtherdiscussionon p. 194.
111. Arvanitopoulos1928, pp. 147148.
112. See, e.g., Morris 1987;Whitley
1991; Houby-Nielsen 1995; Haentjens
1999.
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Classical archaeology generally lags behind prehistory in skeletal
analysis. Even today it is not unknown for hundreds of skeletons to
vanish after excavations,while associated vases are published in
meticulous detail. Many fieldworkers seem unaware of the importance of this material for historians.... Although there is little to
show so far, the potential of this work is enormous. The combination of textual and skeletal evidence allows us to pursue the history
of mortality, disease and diet in individual communities over longer
periods.ll3
In the case of the numerous Early Iron Age burials from the German excavations of the Athenian Kerameikos,for example, the published reports
dealing with the human remains-a model for their time-were very detailed for the "Submycenaean"inhumations, whereas the reporton the ProIndeed, the study
togeometric crematedremainswas more circumscribed.114
of cremations in Greece has generally lagged behind that of inhumations,
though there are important exceptions, and, as Jonathan Musgrave has
shown, a great deal can be learned from the study of cremated remains:so
much more than "dustand damn'doblivion."11In the case of some of the
Early Iron Age tombs in the area of the later Athenian Agora, the published descriptions of the human remains were largely based on preliminary examinations that were never followed up with comprehensive analyses. Although the presence of a fetus is far from unusual in many Early
Iron Age cemeteries, finding one in such a well-known and fully published tomb, several decades after excavation, highlights the need for the
careful study-and restudy-of the human remains, no matter what their
state of preservation. More than this, once the physical anthropology of
tomb H 16:6 was known, the lavish grave goods deposited in it-like the
tripods in Torone tomb 123-took on a new meaning. Indeed, the "wealth"
of the so-called rich Athenian lady may have been a result of the fact that
she died in pregnancy or childbirth rather than an undistorted gauge of
her material wealth or status, or that of her immediate family, in life.
The reanalysis of this and other Early Iron Age burials from the area
of the Classical Athenian Agora provides critical information, clarifying
the biological and social identity of those interredin a grave and providing
much needed data for interpreting the associated grave goods. A meaningful analysisof the demography and social structureof this and any other
period cannot be accomplished until the human physical remains have
been accuratelyevaluated. Only with the study of skeletal remains can we
understand more clearly the rites de passage-what van Gennep saw so
clearly in living communities-of any prehistoric society.

113. Morris 1992, p. 101. Morris's
chapter3 (entitled "'Dembones':Skeletal Remains")providesa lucid overview of some types of information
offeredby skeletalremainsif they are
interrogatedand interpretedby
archaeologists.
114. See the reportsby E. Breitin-

I: "Die Skelette
ger, in Kerameikos
aus den submykenischenGrabern"
(pp. 223-255), and "Die Brandreste
aus den protogeometrischenAmphoren"(pp. 257-261).
115. See, e.g., Musgrave1990a,
1990b, 1996.
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